BARAZA SCHEDULE – Fall 2002
Center for African Studies

**Friday 6 September @ 3:30pm** - Paul Goldsmith, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute. *Deconstructing Kenya’s Political Transition*

**Friday 13 September @ 3:30pm** – Michael J. Lawes, University of Natal (Pietermaritzburg). *Attitudes of Coastal-forest Users in Eastern Cape Province to Management Options Arising from New South African Forest Policies*

**Friday 20 September @ 3:30pm** – African Studies general faculty meeting

**Friday 27 September @3:30pm** – Abe Goldman, University of Florida. *Is it Technology or is it “Politics”? Soil Nutrients, Agriculture, and Food Security in Africa*

**Friday 4 October @ 3:30pm** – Donald Donham, Emory University. *On Being Modern in a Capitalist World: Some Conceptual and Comparative Issues*

**Friday 11 October @ 3:30pm** – Mutu wa Gethoi, Visiting Professor of African Studies. *The Unexpected Always Happens: Personal Experiences and Future Challenges of Oral History Research in Kenya*

**Friday 18 October @ 3:30pm** – Apollo Amoko, University of Florida. *Fictions of School Culture: Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s Petals of Blood and the Crisis of Postcolonial Intellectualism*

**Friday 25 October @ 3:30pm** – Jon Sensbach, University of Florida. *Letters to the King and Queen: Two African Writings from the Eighteenth-Century Caribbean*

**Friday 1 November @3:30pm** – Edmund Abaka, University of Miami. *Soldiers, Traders, and Educators: The Hausa Diaspora in Ghana (Gold Coast and Asante), 1820-1950*

**Friday 8 November @3:30pm** – Parakh Hoon, University of Florida. *The Verticalization of Personal-Reciprocal Relationships: Changes in the Local Political Economy of Eastern Zambia*

**Friday 15 November** – UF Homecoming

**Friday 22 November @3:30pm** – Graeme Patterson, Wildlife Conservation Society. *The Wildlife Conservation Society: Our Approach to Conservation in Africa*

**Friday 29 November** – Thanksgiving Break

**Friday 6 December** – ASA meeting (Washington, DC)

**Friday 13 December** – reading days, no classes